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Thiessen, Sam

From: damien codognotto <damienkcodognotto@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, 2 June 2020 2:39 PM

To: secretariat.PESRAC

Subject: FREE FERRIES AND TOURISM JOBS 1 OF 3

The Economic & Social Recovery Council
Hobart, Tasmania.

There is a campaign to review fares on TT Line ferries when the pandemic border restrictions are lifted. 
Premier Gutwein supported the Tasmanian Tourism Industry Council (TTIC) suggestion that TT Line 
ferries be free for private vehicles. You do not have to pay to cross any other borders within Australia. He 
said tourism was crucial to rebuilding Tasmania's economy. The high cost of ferry travel causes many 
tourists to go elsewhere and makes seeing family and friends divided by Bass Strait less affordable. 

The Motorcycle Riders Association ( MRA Vic) supports the TTIC's suggestion that private vehicles 
travel free across Bass Strait. This has several benefits. Two stand out.

First, free Bass Strait ferry travel encourages tourism which is good for Tasmania's economy. More 
travellers means more ferry trips which means more jobs on the ferries. Holiday dollars saved getting 
here may be spent on the Island and that means more jobs in Tasmania.

Second, free travel allows Tasmanians with family and loved ones on the mainland able to afford visiting 
their kin more often.

There are over 1,000,000 Australians licenced to ride road bikes on the mainland. There are more than 
100,000 regular road riders in Victoria alone, a market with potential.Post pandemic, there will be more 
motorcycles and scooters on mainland roads because household debt and loss of jobs will make a second 
car less affordable. More riders will go touring but there are fewer choices. Europe and North America 
will be out of bounds for some time. The October 2020 Phillip Island Moto GP Carnival has been 
cancelled but many riders will already have trips to Victoria planned. Tourism Tasmania and TT Line 
should promote riding holidays in the southern state combined with the 2121 Moto GP. Tasmania has 
many motorcycling attractions including the last MRA TOY RUN left in Australia. It is motorcycle 
heaven. 

The MRA believes two and three wheelers should be carried free because there is no competition with the 
Fly/Drive industry as there are few hire bikes on the Island and no facilities at airports.

Considering motorbikes weigh less and take up less space than cars, making it less expensive to get to get 
them here must be good for our economy. Motorcyclists are great tourists. They are often of mature age. 
They travel light so they buy meals and book accommodation. They visit attractions, buy souvenirs and 
fuel and papers and post cards and so on. Per head, per kilometre motorcycle and scooter riders 
contribute more tourist dollars than people in cars or campers.

Damien Codognotto OAM
The Motorcycle Riders Association 
Melbourne

494 Oceana Drive, Howrah, Tas. 7018

Mobile: 0419 846 855.
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www.facebook.com/motorcycleridersassociation
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